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Abstract. Expert finding for question answering is a challenging problem in
Community-based Question Answering (CQA) systems such as Quora. The success of expert finding is important to many real applications such as question
routing and identification of best answers. Currently, many approaches of expert
findings rely heavily on the past question-answering activities of the users in order to build user models. However, the past question-answering activities of most
users in real CQA systems are rather limited. We call the users who have only
answered a small number of questions the cold-start users. Using the existing approaches, we find that it is difficult to address the cold-start issue in finding the
experts.
In this paper, we formulate a new problem of cold-start expert finding in CQA
systems. We first utilize the “following relations” between the users and topical
interests to build the user-to-user graph in CQA systems. Next, we propose the
Graph Regularized Latent Model (GRLM) to infer the expertise of users based
on both past question-answering activities and an inferred user-to-user graph. We
then devise an iterative variational method for inferring the GRLM model. We
evaluate our method on a well-known question-answering system called Quora. Our empirical study shows encouraging results of the proposed algorithm in
comparison to the state-of-the-art expert finding algorithms.

1

Introduction

Expert finding is an essential problem in CQA systems [4, 25], which arises in many applications such as question routing [28] and identification of best answers [2]. The existing approaches [39, 27, 34, 2, 28] build a user model from their past question-answering
activities, and then use the model to find the right experts for answering the questions.
However, the past question-answering activities of most users in real CQA systems are
rather limited. We call the users who have only answered a small number of questions the cold-start users. The existing approaches work well if the users have sufficient
question-answering activities, while they may not provide satisfactory results for the
cold-start users.
In fact, a vast majority of existing users in real CQA systems, including many that
have joined the system for a relatively long period of time, do not have sufficient activities. To illustrate this fact, we summarize the question-answering activities of the
⋆⋆
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Fig. 1. Cold-Start Users in Quora

users in Quora in Figure 1(a). From the figure, we can see that the participation of
most users in question-answering activities falls into the long tail part of the power-law
curve. This indicates that the majority of the users only answered very few questions.
Thus, it is difficult to build an effective user model for cold-start users by using existing
methods. Let us call the problem of expert finding with the presence of many cold-start
users in a CQA system the cold-start expert finding problem. Interestingly, we observe
that CQA systems enjoy great benefits contributed by the cold-start users. To show this
point, we summarize the performance of the users in Quora in Figure 1(b). Consider
the thumbs-up/downs voted by the community as quality score for users on answering questions [28]. We can see that a significant number of cold-start users obtain high
quality scores.
To address the cold-start expert finding problem, we incorporate the user-to-user
graph in CQA systems to build a regularized user model. Currently, CQA systems
such as Quora define thousands of topical interests, which are represented by keywords
such as “startups” and “computer programming”. The users may follow these keywords
when they have the topical interests. If two users follow some common topical interests, we consider that there is a user-to-user relation (i.e. an edge) between them. The
works [13, 17] show that a user-to-user relation between two users provides a strong evidence for them to have common interests or preferences. Thus, we attempt to integrate
both user-to-user graph and question-answering activities into a seamless framework
that tackles the cold-start expert finding problem.
The main contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
– We illustrate that the question-answering activities of most users in real CQA systems are rather few and formally propose a new problem of cold-start expert finding
in CQA systems.
– We explore the “following relations” between users and topical interests to build the
user-to-user graph. We then propose the graph regularized latent model by incorporating with the user-to-user graph and devise a variational method for inferring the
model.
– We conduct extensive experiments on our proposed method. We demonstrate that,
by incorporating with user-to-user graph, our method significantly outperforms other state-of-the-art expert finding techniques.

Fig. 2. An Illustration of User’s Topical Interests

There exists some work addressing the cold-start problem in user-item recommendation systems [20, 13, 21, 14, 36, 29]. However, most of them are not applicable in addressing the problem of cold-start expert finding in CQA systems. Even though finding
an expert for a question seems to be analogous to recommending an item to a user, there
are some subtle differences between them. First, the existing work incorporates with the
social relations of users to improve the performance of recommending an item to a user. In the context of our work, there is no relation between the questions and thus the
existing cold-start recommendation techniques cannot be applied to our problem. Second, the goal of expert finding is fundamental different from that of recommendation.
The existing recommendation techniques focus on recommending existing items to the
users while expert finding aims to select the right users to answer some new questions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some notations and formulates the problem. We then propose a graph regularized latent model for
cold-start expert finding in Section 3. We report the experimental results in Section 4.
Section 5 surveys the related work. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

Background

In this section, we first introduce some notation of community-based question answering used in our subsequent discussion. The notation includes a data matrix of questions
Q, a data matrix of users U, a question-answering activity set Ω and an observed quality score matrix S. Then, we formulate the problem of cold-start expert finding. The
summary of the notation is given in Table 1.
We represent the feature of questions by bag of words, which has been shown to be
successful in many question answering applications [5, 35, 37]. Therefore, the feature
of each question qi is denoted by d-dimensional word vector. We then denote the collection of questions by Q = [q1 , . . . , qm ] ∈ Rd×m where m is the total number of the
questions.
We denote by U = [u1 , . . . , un ] ∈ Rd×n the collection of users in CQA systems,
where n is the total number of the users. The parameter uj represents a d-dimensional
vector for modeling the j-th user. The terms in uj indicate the strengths and weakness
of the j-th user on the latent space of the questions.

Table 1. Summary of Notation
Group Notation
Q
U
S
F
Data
W
Ω
IΩ
Θ
Z
M ult(·)
Dir(·)
Model
N ormδ (·)
λ
K

Notation Description
data matrix of questions
a data matrix of users
an observed quality score matrix
a set of topical interests
a similarity matrix of users
a set of existing question-answering activities
an indicator matrix for existing activities
a topic matrix of questions
a topic assignment matrix of words
a multinomial distribution
a dirichlet distribution
a normal distribution with standard deviation δ
a graph regularization term
a dimension of latent space

We denote by score matrix S ∈ Rm×n the quality of all users on answering the
questions. The thumb-ups/downs value in S is voted by the users in a CQA community.
The voting result indicates the community’s long term view for the quality of users on
answering the questions. Let Ω be the set of existing question-answering activities of
users. The quality score Sij exists in matrix S if activity (i, j) ∈ Ω.
We observe that many users in CQA systems follow some topical interests. Figure 2
shows the set of topical interests followed by a Quora user. In this example, the user
Adam (one of Quora co-founders) follows four topical interests, which are “startups” ,
“google” , “computer programming” and “major Internet companies”. Let Fi be the set
of topical interests followed by the i-th user. Consider the topical interests of the i-th
user and the j-th user, Fi and Fj . We use the Jaccard
Distance to model the similarity
∩
∩
|Fi ∪ Fj |
between them, which is denoted by Wij = |Fi Fj | . The Fi Fj is the set of two
∪
users’ common following topical interests and Fi Fj is the set of two users’ total
following topical interests. We note that the similarity value in matrix W is within the
range [0, 1]. We therefore model the user-to-user graph based on the similarity between
users by W ∈ Rn×n .
Using the notation given in Table 1, we now define the problem of cold-start expert
finding with respect to a CQA system as follows.
Consider a data matrix of questions Q, a quality score matrix S and a similarity
matrix of users W. Given a new question q, we aim to choose the users with high
predicted quality score for answering the question.

3

Cold-Start Expert Finding Algorithm

In this section, we present our algorithm for tackling the problem of cold-start expert
finding in CQA systems. We first introduce the basic latent model, which has been
widely used for addressing the problem of expert finding in [39, 27, 34, 28]. Next, we

propose our graph regularized latent model (GRLM). The graphical representation of
GRLM is illustrated in Figure 3. We then devise a variational method for solving the
optimization problem in GRLM. Finally, we present the expert finding algorithm based
on GRLM.
3.1 Basic Latent Model
The basic latent model tackles the problem of expert finding based on the past questionanswering activities and quality score matrix. The latent topic model is first utilized
to extract the feature of the questions. Then the user model is inferred from question
features and a quality score matrix. The main procedure of basic latent model can be
summarized as follows:
Question Feature Extraction. The topic modelling technique [23] has been widely
used for question feature extraction in many recent work concerning the problem of
expert finding [39, 27, 34, 28]. Topic models provide an interpretable low-dimensional
representation of the questions. In this work, we employ the famous latent dirichlet
allocation model (LDA) [1] to extract the feature of the questions, which has been
shown to be successful in [39, 34, 28]. The graphical representation of the LDA model
is illustrated in the left box in Figure 3. Given K topics, the generative process of LDA
is given as follows:
For each question qi :
– Draw topic proportions θi ∼ Dir(α)
• For the j-th word in qi
∗ Draw a topic assignment of j-th word zij ∼ M ult(θi )
∗ Draw a word qij ∼ M ult(βzij )
Therefore, the latent topic proportion θi is inferred for the feature of the i-th question. We denote the feature of the existing questions in CQA systems by Θ.
User Model Inference. Given latent feature of questions Θ and quality score matrix
S, we infer the latent feature of users U. We assume that the quality score matrix S is
generated by
S ∼ N ormλ−1 (ΘT U)

(1)

S

where N orm(·) is a normal distribution with mean ΘT U and standard deviation λS−1 .
The graphical representation of this quality score generative model is illustrated in the
upper box in Figure 3. For each question-answering activity (i, j), its quality score is
generated by
Sij ∼

N ormλ−1 (qTi uj )
S

= N ormλ−1 (

K
∑

S

qik ujk ).

(2)

k=1

The underlying idea of the quality score generative model is as follows. The quality
score value is proportional to the dot-product of the question feature and user feature.
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Fig. 3. Graphical Representation of the GRLM Model

We consider that the feature U represents the strongness and weakness of users on a
specified topic.
Assume that the standard variance λ−1
S is independent on and identical for different
question-answering activities, we the problem of maximum likelihood inference for
user feature U can be given by
maxU −||IΩ ⊗ (S − ΘT U)||2F

(3)

where || · ||2F denotes the Frobenius norm, and ⊗ represents the Hadamard elementwise product. IΩ is an indicator matrix with ones for the existing question-answering
activities, and zeros for the missing ones.
Therefore, the user feature U can be inferred by solving the expression in Formula 3. Then, we can predict the quality score for new questions by Equation 1, and then
choose those users who have high predicted scores for answering the questions.
Although a latent model is feasible for tackling the problem of expert finding, it
may not be able to solve the cold-start problem well. In cold-start expert finding, there
may be a number of users having only few question-answering activities. Under the
framework of latent model, the inference for user feature may not be accurate, since
there are many missing values in matrix S. Thus, we propose to make use of a user-touser graph to tackle the cold-start problem.
3.2

Graph Regularized Latent Model

In this section, we present our Graph Regularized Latent Model (referred to as GRLM)
to tackle the problem of cold-start expert finding. First, we introduce the general idea
of our model. Then, we present the detail of the generative process.
Consider the similarity matrix of users W which is inferred from the following
relation between users and topical interests. Based on the property of the user-to-user
relation, it is natural to require the similar users in matrix W have similarity user feature, that is, Wij (ui − uj )2 . Thus, the generation process for data matrix of users U

Algorithm 1 Generate Observed Question-Answering Activities
Input: a set of users, indicator matrix for existing activities IΩ
Output: a data matrix of questions Q, a quality score matrix S
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

for each question qi ∈ Q do
Draw topic proportions θi ∼ Dir(α).
for each word qij do
(a) Draw a topic assignment zij ∼ M ult(θi )
(b) Draw a word qij ∼ M ult(βzij ).
end for
end for
Draw a data matrix of users U by Equation 4.
Draw a quality score matrix S by Equation 1.

with graph regularization can be achieved by
∑
∑
p(U) = −
uTi ui − λW
Wij (ui − uj )2
i

(4)

i,j

We denote by λU the collection of standard deviations for generating the data matrix of
users U. Thus, the prior distribution of the data matrix of users U is given by a product
of normal distributions. Note that we set the standard deviation inversely proportional to the similarity of users with constant parameter λW . We illustrate the impact of
parameter λW in the experimental study.
We denote a set of parameters α, β and λW as hyper parameters of our model.
Referring to Figure 3, the whole generative procedure of our model is outlined in Algorithm 1. We then present the objective function for our graph regularized latent model
below:
We observe that the joint distribution for generating quality score matrix S, latent
topics of the questions Θ, a data matrix of questions Q and a data matrix of users U
can be factorized. Thus, we give the posterior distribution based on hyper parameters
by
−1
−1
p(S, Θ, Q, U, Z, Q|λ−1
S , λQ , λU , α, β, Ω)

= p(Θ|α)p(Z|Θ)p(Q|Z, β)
T
× p(U|λ−1
U )p(S|Q U, Ω)

(5)

where the generation for a data matrix of question is
∏
p(Θ|α) =
Dir(α)
θi ∈Θ

p(Z|Θ) =

∏

M ult(θi )

zi,j ∈Z

p(Q|Z, β) =

∏

qi ∈Q

βzi ,qi

and the generation for a data matrix of users and a quality score are
∏
p(U|λU ) = N orm1 (ui )
N ormδij (ui − uj )
i,j

∏

p(S|Q, U, Ω) =

N ormλ−1 (Si,j |qTi uj ).
S

(i,j)∈Ω

We solve the probabilistic inference problem for GRLM by finding a maximum a
posterior (MAP) configuration of the data matrix of questions Q and data matrix of
users U. The MAP is an objective function conditioning on the quality score matrix S
and data matrix of questions Q. That is, we aim to find
(Q∗ , U∗ ) = arg max p(Q, U|S, Q, λW , α, β, Ω).
Q,U

We observe that maximization a posterior configuration is equivalent to maximizing the
complete log likelihood of matrix Q and U. Thus, we give the complete log likelihood
by
L=−

λU ∑ T
λQ ∑
ui ui −
(qj − θj )T (qj − θj )
2
2
ui ∈U

+

∑ ∑

qj ∈Q

log(

qi ∈Q qij ∈qi

−

∑

λW
2

λS
−
2

K
∑

θi,k βzi,j =k,qi,j )

k=1

δij (ui − uj )T (ui − uj )

ui ,uj ∈U

∑

(Si,j − qTi uj )

(6)

(i,j)∈Ω

where λW ≥ 0 and λS ≥ 0 are trade-off parameters. We assume that the prior latent
topic distribution for questions α is a uniform distribution. We adopt this assumption
from the topic-model based performance prediction work [26, 24].
3.3

The Optimization Method

In this section, we propose an optimization method for solving Problem (6). We take
the partial derivative for parameters Q, U, Θ and β in the complete log likelihood L in
Problem (6) and set them to zero.
We first report the optimization result for data matrix of questions Q and data matrix
of users U by
qi ← (λS UT U + λQ IK )−1 (λS USqi + λQ θqi )
∑
uj ← (λS QT Q + λW
δjk + λU IK )−1

(7)

uk ∈U

×

(λS QSui

+ λW

∑

uk ∈U

δjk uk )

(8)

where Sqj and Sui are the diagonal quality score matrices for j-th question and i-th uesr,
respectively.
We then present the optimization result for the latent topic of questions Θ and
β, respectively. We first find that it is difficult to directly take the derivative for the
complete log likelihood problem with respect to parameter Θ. This is due to the decoupling between β and topic assignment matrix of words Z [1]. Thus, we introduce a new variational parameter Φ for topic assignment matrix of words Z to de′
rive
∑ a lower bound
∑K for the complete log likelihood, denoted by L . Consider the term
qij ∈qi log(
k=1 θi,k βzij ,qij ) in L. We derive its lower bound such that the lower
bound of L can also be obtained. The derivation is based on Jensen’s Inequality.
∑
∑K
By introducing the new variational parameter Φ, the lower bound of qij ∈qi log( k=1 θi,k βzij ,qij )
in L is given by
∑

log(

qij ∈qi

=

∑

θi,k βzij ,qij )

k=1

log(

qij ∈qi

≥−

K
∑

K
∑
θi,k βzij ,qij ϕ(qi ,j),k
k=1

K
∑ ∑

ϕ(qi ,j),k

)

ϕqij ,k log ϕqij ,k

qij ∈qi k=1

+

K
∑ ∑

ϕqij ,k log(θi,k )βzij =k,qij .

qij ∈qi k=1

Thus, we can iteratively estimate the latent topic of questions Θ and β on L′ .
We then estimate the parameters Θ, Φ and β iteratively on L′ . We first report the
optimization results for parameters Φ and β by
ϕqij ,k ∝ θi,k βk,qij
∑ ∑
βk,qij ∝
ϕqij ,k .

(9)
(10)

qi ∈Q qij ∈qi

We then estimate the latent topic of the questions Θ by using the root fining algorithm in numerical optimization tool in [7].
3.4

The Expert Finding Algorithm

We now present a cold-start expert finding algorithm based on our proposed model
GRLM in Algorithm 2.
Given an i-th new question qi , Algorithm 2 aims to choose the users with highly
predicted score for answering this question. The main process of our algorithm can be
divided into two parts. First, the algorithm estimates the data vector of the i-th question,
denoted by qi . Second, the algorithm ranks the users for answering the i-th question
based on both data matrix of users U and data matrix of questions qi by Equation 1.

Algorithm 2 The Expert Finding Algorithm
Input: An i-th new question q, data matrix of users U and β
Output: A ranked list of users R(U)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Set latent topic θi ∝ Uniform distribution
for t : 1 → τmax do
for each word qij ∈ qi do
for k : 1 → K do
Compute variational parameter ϕqij ,k ∝ θi βk,qij
end for
end for
∏
∑
Sample θi ∝ Ij=1 K
k=1 θi,k ϕqij ,k
end for
Rank users by Equation 1
return A ranked list of users R(U)

We now give the details of our expert finding algorithm as follows. First, Algorithm 2 iteratively estimates the latent topic of the i-th new question θi and variational
parameter ϕi from Lines 1 to 9. Then, the algorithm ranks the users for question qi in
Line 11 and returns a ranked list.

4

Experimental Study

In this section, we conduct several experiments on the question-answering platform,
Quora, and the social network, Twitter. The experiments are conducted by using Java,
tested on machines with Linux OS Intel(R) Core(TM2) Quad CPU 2.66Hz, and 32GB
RAM. The objectives of the study is to show the effectiveness of our proposed model
GRLM for the problem of expert finding in CQA.
4.1 Datasets
We collect the data from Quora. Quora is a popular question-and-answer website, in
which questions are posted and then answered by the community of its users. Quora
was launched to the public in June, 2010 and it becomes very successful in terms of
the number of users since then. We first crawl the questions posted between September
2012 and August 2013 and then crawl all the users who answered these questions. In
total, we collect 444,138 questions, 95,915 users, 887,771 answers and 32,231 topical
interests. In the following experiments, we evaluate our model GRLM on Quora instead
of Yahoo Answer, since Quora provides the user specified topical interests.
We first sort the resolved questions by their posted timestamp and then split the
resolved questions in Quora into the training dataset (i.e. first half of the questions)
and the testing dataset (i.e. second half of the questions). Based on the number of the
collected answers running from 1 to 6, we split the resolved questions into six groups
denoted by Q1 , Q2 , . . ., Q6 . For example, group Q1 contains the questions with at
least one answer. For each group Qi , we randomly sample 100 questions as the testing

dataset, denoted by Q′i . In total, we have 600 testing questions. We then keep other
questions in groups Q1 , Q2 , . . ., Q6 as the training dataset. Therefore, we generate a
pair of training and testing datasets. In this study, we generate ten pairs of training and
testing datasets to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. We take the average of
the experimental results of these algorithms on ten pairs of datasets. The summary of
the datasets is given in Table 2. The dataset will be provided later.
Table 2. Summary of Datasets
Dataset #Questions Average #Answers
Q1
444k
2
Q2
178k
3.5
Q3
86k
5.0
Q4
48k
6.7
Q5
30k
8.3
Q6
20k
10.0

4.2 Evaluation Criteria
We now discuss how to evaluate our algorithm. The performance of the expert finding
algorithm can be gauged by the following three metrics: Precision, Recall and ColdStart Rate.
Precision. We evaluate the ranking quality of different algorithms for the users who
answered the questions by the two measurements of Accu and P recision@1. Given
a question, we consider the user whose answer receives the highest number of thumbups as the best answerer. Both Accu and P recision@1 evaluate the ranking of the
best answerer by different algorithms (i.e. whether the best answerer can be ranked on
top). These measurements are widely used in existing work [27, 34] to evaluate the
performance of the expert finding algorithms in CQA systems.
Given a question qi , we denote by R(U)i the ranking of the users who answered
this question. We denote by |R(U)i | the number of the users in the ranking R(U)i . We
i
denote by Rbest
the rank of the best answerer for question qi by different algorithms.
The formula of Accu is given by
Accu =

∑ |R(U)i | − Ri
best
,
i ||Q′ |
|R(U)
′

qi ∈Q

where Q′ is the set of the testing questions. The Accu illustrates the ranking percentage
of the best answerer by different algorithms.
We now evaluate the precision of the experts ranked on top by different algorithms.
We use P recision@1 to validate whether the expert ranked on top is the best answerer
by different algorithms. The formula of P recision@1 is given by
P recision@1 =

i
|{qi ∈ Q′ |Rbest
≤ 1}|
.
′
|Q |
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Recall. We employ the measurement Recall@K to evaluate the ranking quality for
all users in CQA systems by different algorithms. Given the i-th new question qi , we
denote by RTi opK the set of users ranked on T opK by the algorithms. The formula of
Recall@K is given by
Recall@K =

|{qi ∈ Q′ |j ∈ RTi opK and (i, j) ∈ Ω}|
.
|Q′ |

The Recall@K aims to choose the right experts from all the users in CQA systems.
Cold-Start Rate. We also investigate the types of the experts found by different
algorithms (i.e. cold-start users or warm-start users). In this experimental study, we
consider the users who answered less than τ questions as cold-start users, where τ is
the threshold for cold-start users. We propose the measurement Cold-Start Rate to
illustrate the type of the experts ranked on top (i.e. Top1), which is given by
Cold-Start Rate =

|{qi ∈ Q′ |j ∈ RTi op1 and 1(i,j) ≤ τ }|
,
|Q′ |

where RTi op1 is the set containing the found expert ranked the top.
We compute the Precision, Recall and Cold-Start Rate of all the algorithms on Q′1 ,
′
Q2 , . . ., Q′6 .
4.3

Performance Evaluation

We compare our model GRLM with the following state-of-the-art expert finding algorithms: Vector Space Model (VSM) [27], AuthorityRank [2], Dual Role Model (DRM) [27] and Topic Sensitive Probabilistic Model (TSPM) [34]. The underlying idea of
using these algorithms for expert finding in CQA systems are highlighted below:
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Fig. 6. Effect on Regularization Term λW

– VSM. The VSM constructs the feature of the users based on the past questionanswering activities in a word level. Consider the word vector of the i-th question
as qi . The word vector of the j-th user is constructed from the word vector of
the answered questions, denoted by uj . Given a new question q, VSM ranks the
relevance of the users based on the dot product of the word vectors of the i-th
question and the j-th user u by Sˆij = qTi uj .
– AuthorityRank. The AuthorityRank computes the expertise authority of the users
based on the number of provided best answerers, which is an in-degree method.
Given a new question, AuthorityRank ranks the users based on their expertise authority.
– DRM. The DRM discovers the latent expertise of the users from their past questionanswering activities, which is based on the famous topic modeling technique called
probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [10]. Given a new question, DRM
ranks the users based on their latent expertise.
– TSPM. The TSPM discovers the latent expertise of the users based on another
famous topic modeling technique called latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [1] and
ranks the users based on their latent expertise.
Figures 4(a) to 4(d) show the evaluation results based on Accu, P recison@1,
Recall@K and Cold-Start Rate, respectively. The evaluation were conducted with
different types of the questions. For each dataset, we report the performance of all methods.
The AuthorityRank method is based on the link analysis of the question-answering
activities of users while DRM and TPSM models are based on topic-oriented probabilistic model. These experiments reveal a number of interesting points as follows:
– The topic-oriented probabilistic models DRM and TPSM outperform the authoritybased model. This findings suggests that using the latent user model for tackling the
problem of expert finding in CQA systems is effective.
– Our GRLM model achieves the best performance, which indicates that leveraging
the user-to-user graph can further improve the performance of expert finding in
CQA systems.
– The experimental study on Recall@K indicates that our method can find the right
experts where the candidate experts are all the users in CQA systems. We notice
that our model GRLM is able to find the best answerer in the top 100 ranked users
with the probability of 0.37 as shown in Figure 4(c).

There are two essential parameters in our model, which are the dimension of latent space K, and the graph regularization parameter λW . The parameter K represents
the latent feature size of latent user model and latent topic space of questions. The parameter λW shows the obtained benefits of our method from the inferred user-to-user
graph.
We first study the impact of parameter K by varying its value from 10 to 50, and
present the experimental results in Figures 5(a) to 5(d). Figure 5(a) shows that the ColdStart Rate of the experts found by GRLM increases and then becomes convergent with
respect to the dimension of latent space. Figure 5(d) shows that the recall of the expert
finding has 10% improvement by varying the parameter K. By transferring the knowledge to the cold-start users, both cold-start users and warm-start users can be selected
such that the recall is improved. Figures 5(b) and 5(c) illustrate that the accuracy doesn’t vary for the parameter K. From these results, we conclude that the setting K = 10
is good enough to represent the latent features of both users and questions in CQA
systems.
We then study the impact of the regularization term λW on the performance of
GRLM, which is illustrated in Figures 6(a) to 6(d). We vary the value of the regularization term λW from 0.01 to 1000. The success of graph regularized latent model for
expert finding relies on the assumption that two neighboring users share the similar
user model. When the value of λW becomes small, our model can be considered as
the previous topic-oriented expert finding methods, which are only based on the past
question-answering activities. We vary parameter λW to investigate the benefits of our
methods from the idea of graph regularized latent model for the problem of expert finding. We notice that our method consistently performs on most of the varied values of
parameter λW . To balance the inference of latent user model from both past questionanswering activities and user-to-user graph, we set the value of parameter λW as a new
regularization term. We report that the overall performance of GRLM with the new regularization term can also be improved by 3%, 3% and 10% on Accu, P recision@1 and
Recall@100, respectively.

5

Related Work

In this section, we briefly review some related work on the problem of expert finding,
cold-start recommendation in the literature.
Expert Finding. The problem of expert finding in CQA systems has attracted a lot
of attention recently. Roughly speaking, the main approaches for expert finding can be
categorized into two groups: the authority-oriented approach [2, 39, 11, 30, 15] and the
topic-oriented approach [28, 19, 27, 18, 34, 9, 16, 31, 33, 32, 22].
The authority-oriented expert finding methods are based on link analysis of the
past question-answering activities of the users in CQA systems. Bouguessa et al. [2]
discover the experts based on the number of best answers provided by users, which
is an in-degree-based method. Zhu et al. [39, 38] select experts based on the authority
of the users on the relevant categories of the questions. Jurczyk et al. [11] propose a
HITS [12] based method to estimate the ranking score of the users based on questionanswering activity graphs. Zhang et al. [30] propose an expertise ranking method and

evaluated link algorithms for specific domains. Jing et al. [15] propose a competition
model to estimate the user expertise score based on question-answering activity graphs.
The topic-oriented expert finding methods are based on latent topic modeling techniques. Deng et al. [3] and Hashemi et al. [9] tackle the problem of expert finding in
bibliographic networks. Using the generative topic model, Xu et al. [27] propose a dual
role model that jointly represents the roles of answerers and askers. Liu et al. [16] propose a language model to predict the best answerer. Guo et al. [8] and Zhou et al. [34]
devise the topic sensitive model to build the latent user model for expert finding. Liu et al. [28] model both topics and expertise of the users in CQA for expert finding.
Saptarshi et al. [6] utilize the crowdsourcing techniques to find the topic experts in microblogs. Fatemeh et al. [22] incorporate the topic modeling techniques to estimate the
expertise of the users.
In contrast to the above-mentioned work, our emphasis is on cold-start expert finding in CQA systems. We suggests exploiting the “following relation” between users and
topical interests to resolve the problem. The existing work mainly focus on the problem
of expert finding based on the past question-answering activities of users.
Cold-Start Recommendation. Recently, the cold-start problem in user-item recommendation has attracted a lot of attention and several approaches [20, 21, 14, 36, 29]
are proposed to solve this problem. Park et al. [20] propose a latent regression model
that leverages the available attributes of items and users to enrich the information. Zhou
et al. [36] devise an interview process that iteratively enriches the profile of the new
users. Yin et al. [29] propose a random walk based method to choose the right coldstart items for users. Purushotham et al. [21] utilize both the text information of items
and social relations of users to user-item recommendation. Zhu et al. [14] extract the
information of items from Twitter to overcome the difficulty of cold-start recommendation. However, the cold-start recommendation techniques cannot be applied to the
context of this work.

6

Conclusion

We formulate the problem of cold-start expert finding and explore the user-to-user graph
in CQA systems. We propose a novel method called graph regularized latent model.
We consider the latent user model based on the topic of the questions which can be
inferred from question feature and the quality score matrix. Our approach integrates
the inferred user-to-user graph and past question-answering activities seamlessly into
a common framework for tackling the problem of cold-start expert finding in CQA
systems. In this way, our approach improves the performance of expert finding in the
cold-start environment. We devise a simple but efficient variational method to solve
the optimization problem for our model. We conduct several experiments on the data
collected from the famous question-answering system, Quora. The experimental results
demonstrate the advantage of our GRLM model over the state-of-the-art expert finding
methods.
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